
 

 

DETAILS OF INDUSTRIAL VISIT 

ACADEMIC YEAR: 2021-2022 

S.no BRANCH PLACE OF INDUSTRIAL 
VISIT  

DATE NO.OF 
STUDENTS 

YEAR 

1 CIVIL ULTRA TECH READY MIX 

CONCRETE PLANT 

LIMITED 

04-06-2022 70 III,II 

2 ECE EFFTRONICS 21-05-2022 120 II 

3 CSE INDIAN RAILWAYS 09-05-2022 137 II 

4 CSE TREND SOFT 

TECHNOLOGIES 
30-04-2022 130 II 

5 CSE  SPYPRO SECURITY 

SOLUTIONS 
30-04-2022 135 II 

6 ECE DOORDARSHAN KENDRA 30-04-2022 34 IV 

7 ECE EURTH TECHNOLOGIES 29-04-2022 120 III 

8 EEE GUNADALA SUB STATION 20-04-2022 120 III 

9 EEE Dr. NTTPS, IBM 30-03-2022 

31-03-2022 
60 III 

10 EEE Dr. NTTPS, IBM 28-03-2022 

29-03-2022 
63 II 

11 EEE KUMAR PUMPS&MOTORS 23-03-2022 63 II 

12 MECH KUMAR PUMPS &MOTORS 17-03-2022 43 II 

13 MBA ABICA 

AGARBHATHIES&ARIOMA 

INDUTRIES 

16-03-2022 54 I 

14 CSE NORM SOFTWARE 03-03-2022 130 II 

15  MECH GS ALLOY CASTINGS 

LIMITES 
31-12-2021 55 II 

16 EEE NAGARJUNA SAGAR 27-12-2021 

 
35 IV 

17 MBA TULASI SEEDS 30-11-2021 52 II 

 





















































 

Industrial Visit 

Industry Name: TRENDSOFT Technologies Private Limited 

Place: APNRT Tech Park, Mangalagiri  

Date: 30-04-2022. 

A.Y.: 2021-22   Year:  II   Sem.: II 

Branch: CSE - A & B 

About Industry: 

 

Trendsoft Technologies is a different kind of offshore outsourcing company. 

Trendsoft Technologies brings clients the best of both worlds: the savings and superior 

quality of offshore development, and the immediacy and trust of a local company. Through 

good experience, Trendsoft Technologies has built an offshore outsourcing capacity of 

delivering 24×7 project management on medium & large software projects, backed by world 

class processes and capabilities that helps clients manage through rapid changes in 

technology. 

 

THEY ARE YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR PDF ACCESSIBILITY 

Trendsoft Technologies is a multi-skilled service provider both IT & ITES industries 

with a highly competent workforce and strong commitment for growth. With few years of 

honed expertise in cross-platform skills and quality-integrated methodologies, Trendsoft 

Technologies adopts a competent global delivery model in providing value-based solutions as 

well as professional services to clients worldwide. 

Custom Software Development is a process that includes designing, creating, 

developing, installing and finally maintaining software products and services for a specific 

set of users within an organization. 



With custom software development, they have many benefits like tailor-made to the 

specific needs of the enterprises, a smart long-term investment, productivity increase, more 

secure, scalability and support. 

As a rising and leading custom software development company, our domain experts 

analyze and develop the client's views and accordingly draft a strategic approach to optimize 

each process of the software development life cycle. Their full-fledged, dynamic team of 

skilled software developers coupled with industry-driven experience provides a solid 

foundation to develop user-friendly custom software applications with consistently high-

quality results, dedicated QA practices that match specific business needs, budget and time of 

the clients. 

Web Development is a work that involves building, developing and maintaining 

websites for the internet/intranet. Web development ranges from developing from simple, 

static page of plain text to complex Web-based internet applications, e-businesses, social 

media services, and so on. It is the scenario that happens behind the scenes to build a website 

looks attractive, works fast, perform to the expectations with seamless user experience. Web 

developers (devs) do all this work by using a variety of coding languages. 

They have a very high qualified and deep experienced team for web (apps) developing so that 

they can deliver impressive and secure web experience. They transform your innovative 

business ideas into an innovative next gen web app is our strength. They endure our clients' 

demands at scale and offer high quality customized business solutions keeping with the 

changing client's expectations. our domain expertise combines with technology innovation 

help our clients build ground breaking, secured, user-friendly web applications with superior 

user experience and higher business gaining. 

E-Commerce is one of today's fast-growing industries. e commerce aka electronic 

commerce that refers to making sales (buying & selling of goods and services) over internet 

and even any kind of money transfers and data transfers as well. It is a business model. It 

allows companies and individuals buy and sell things using the internet. It operates in major 

market segments like business to business, business to consumer, and so on. e-commerce 

solutions are the products and services that help a company conduct business electronically. 

The range of available e-commerce solutions is vast, including those that allow traditional 

businesses to design, create, and operate world wide web sites. They understand your 

business process and can deliver a scalable product that is able to adapt as per the changing 

technology and industry trends. They know that it has become a top priority for owners. our 

fundamental goal for ecommerce companies is to build a smart and secured digital platform 



that is advanced and technically UpToDate. They build an agile, scalable and future-ready 

online platform with the help of fully skilled and resourceful development team. 

Identifying market needs, conceptualizing it, designing new product (and sometimes 

improving the existing product) and creation of marketing plan & evaluation then 

commercialization of the new product - all this process is called product development. A new 

product development covers complete process of bringing a new product to market. The 

main concept of product development is product design to the business considerations. 

Product development plays a vital role in especially for small businesses. They are 

responsible for developing new products and improving the existing ones so that the 

company can meet the customers' needs more effectively. 

So, they are here to assist you in converting your vision into ideas. They as a leading 

software product development company conceptualize and the entire road map to reduce the 

risk, save the time and cost and provide high quality, stable product. They understand the 

scope, business scenario and potential user types to create a product with UX, cloud, data and 

security as per time focus by high collaborative approach. 

The exponential increase in mobile users globally has made consumption of data quite 

expensive. Mobile Application aka mobile app is a computer program designed to run on a 

mobile device like a phone, tablet, smart watch, phablet, digital assistants and so on. It is a 

process of creating software applications that run on a mobile device and a typical mobile 

application uses a network connection to work with remote computing resources. Today it 

has opened an opportunity for entrepreneurs to think and implement innovative ideas for 

mobile app development. 

Trendsoft comprises a team of mobile application developers who carry years of 

experience in creating high performing, feature packed, native as well as cross platform 

potheyrful mobile application to serve millions of users daily for both android and iOS 

devices. Their mainly focusing areas include paying attention to maximize the performance. 

By using attractive and seamless UI/UX designs, they mitigate potential security risks by 

adhering to the best practices, utilizing various APIs, data connectors for creating the 

optimum mobile experience. Their team ensures that they deliver a robust, reliable, and a 

seamlessly functioning mobile app that meets your business goals. 

Digital marketing is a component of marketing that utilizes internet and online based 

digital technologies like desktop computers, mobile gadgets, and other digital media 

platforms in order to promote the client's products & services and reach consumers/ clients. 

Trendsoft deals with online/ digital marketing services having more than a decade experience 

in this field. They assist you in achieving/ reaching your business goals with suitable online/ 



digital marketing services that can deliver real and fast results. They ensure you that our 

dedicated and experienced team improves your online brand visibility & rankings with 

effective marketing strategies. 

Branding is a designing the recognizable symbols/ signs/ shapes/ names/ logos into 

brochures, flyers, bill boards, banners so that the consumers easily identify the goods and 

services of a seller and differentiates them from those of the competitors. 

Branding is a marketing practice to grab/get your ideal customer's attention and transforms 

the first-time visitors to buyers and then into life time customers. Viraj Technologies knows 

you need to stand out from the competition, so our expertise team design as per your 

requirements, builds brand recognition, make an impact on customers and take your 

businesses to the next level. 
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Industry Name: TRENDSOFT Technologies Private Limited 

Place: APNRT Tech Park, Mangalagiri  Date: 30-04-2022. A.Y.: 2021-22 Year: II Sem.: II   

Branch: CSE - A & B 

Photos: 
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Industry Name: SPYPRO Security Solutions 

Date: 30-04-2022. 

Place & Time: DNO: 40-1-149, Labbipet, Vijayawada-520010 

 

A.Y.: 2021-22   Year:  II   Sem.: II 

Branch: CSE - A & B 

About Spypro Security Solutions : 

 

Spypro Security Solutions in the IT security industry. They utilize unique strategies of 

combining key technologies with expertise in Information Security and Risk Management 

services to help mitigate operational, legal, and financial threats for clients. They pride their 

selves to be the first to introduce – Hands-on training based on assessment reports in the 

industry, where, prior to the training, their security engineers will conduct a security 

assessment and provide a security analysis report on your digital asset. 

Their well-sought Penetration Testing service is recognized as an accredited service 

by Accreditation body CREST. They have conducted penetration testing and security 

posture assessment (SPA) for corporates from healthcare, banking, education, manufacturing, 

energy & utilities, construction, retails, software & networking industry, and government 

agencies. Spypro Security Solutions was selected as the winner for “Cyber Security 

Education and Training Provider of the Year” in the Malaysia Cyber Security Award 2015, 

by Cyber Security Malaysia. 

Their MISSION & VALUES 

Their mission is to be the leading IT security company in Malaysia. Offering a 360° approach 

in cybersecurity training and services to build trust and ensure ‘peace of mind’ to their 



enterprise clients. They also aim to reduce human risk factors to effectively counter all 

cybersecurity attacks.  

They set the standard in service delivery through a commitment to excellence, 

innovation, ongoing learning, and continuous improvement. 

They understand what is expected of us, and ensure that They have the resources to 

meet and exceed expectations. 

They develop creative solutions and customer-centric approaches to real cybersecurity 

challenges. 

They embrace change if it means streamlining a process, modifying a deliverable, or 

adjusting a timeline that will improve customer satisfaction. 

They value every person and combine our strengths to create something unique. 
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Norm Software Private Limited-Industrial Visit 

Industry Name: Norm Software Private Limited 

Date: March 03, 2022. 

Place & Time: NRT Tech Park, Mangalagiri, Afternoon 

A.Y.: 2021-22   Year:  II   Sem.: I 

Branch: CSE - A & B 

About Norm Software Private Limited 

Norm software has business associates in and around the world in process of developing 

distributed solutions and integrated systems. Their technical expertise includes client/server 

applications, web applications, portals using Java, PHP and Apache Servers. 

Norm software strives to provide world-class information technology services to its 

customers to enable them to succeed in an increasingly competitive and global marketplace. 

Norm software combines its unique expertise and knowledge with a commitment to service 

excellence to deliver optimal workforce solutions that exceed expectations and integrate 

seamlessly within any organization. 

Industry Solutions: 

HealthCare 

Non Profit 

Transportation 

HealthCare Focus: 

Normsoft knowledgebase is in design, develop, market, and support software for managing 

health care organizations, including applications for managing patient information, clinical 

information, financial records and insurance claims. 

 Meet challenges due changing regulations and compition 



 Improve quality and efficiency  

 Keep Costs down through web and mobile solutions 

 Improve customer experience 

E-Solutions 

Norm software has extensive resources to provide complete solutions for business which 

compete with industry standards. They aimed at customer future expectations before 

providing solutions for the current needs. They are experts in providing B2B and B2C dome. 

Their methodologies are flexible enough to support all kinds of business and are professional 

enough to provide combinations of technology. 

Design and Quality Assurance Philosophy 

 

Norm software design team can provide excellent web designs. Staff Augmentation They 

outsource their skilled resources in a contractual basis to cater human resource services to the 

industry. They respond quickly for the queries of the customer and can arrange within 

agreeable time limits. They keep market demand as barrier and engage resources well in 

advance. They have highly authenticated recruiting process which has all levels of 

scrutinizing profiles. Quality Assurance Philosophy Norm software has highly and efficient 

process which confirms the product and projects maturity. Their quality principles lies in 

deliverable of products which has both corrective and prevention measures. Our verification 

and validation activities involves for all the configuration items passes the development life 

cycle. Their schedules also have much on impact these verification and validation activities to 

deliver quality products. 
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Norm Software Private Limited Industrial Visit 

March 03, 2022. 

 

Gathering for visit 

  

NRT Teck Park Observing Work Environment 

  

Interacting with Industry People With NORM Software Private 

Limited 
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